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Product Description 
 

Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer is a premium high solids water-based acrylic sealer that 
provides superior stain protection for all interior porous stone, limestone, grout, saltillo tile, concrete, 
brick and other masonry surfaces. 

 

Uses 
 
Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer is designed for use with reasonably porous (5% to 15% 
absorption) unglazed ceramic tiles and natural stone.  

 

Application Instructions 

Always-pre test in an inconspicuous area to insure product performance and satisfaction. 

• Make sure all surfaces and grout joints to be sealed are thoroughly clean, free of chemical residue, and 
completely dry before application of Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer.  

Apply a thin even coat of Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer to the surface using a paint pad, 
paintbrush, or lambs wool applicator.  The number of coats to completely seal the surface is determined 
by the absorption of the material. Very porous Mexican terra cotta tiles for example may require 3 coats, 
while most slate tiles will be filled with only 1 coat.  Allow each coat at least overnight to dry before 
applying the next coat. 

 

Limitations 
 

Insulmastic recommends that Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer be restricted to interior 

applications only, our Ceramica 9310 Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer solvent based is a superior 
product for exterior applications.  
Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer is not an absolutely impenetrable barrier to all spills, soils or 
stains. However, natural stone, tile or grout properly sealed with Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone 
Sealer will repel stains more effectively and clean more easily when proper cleaning solutions and 
methods are used. 

 

Sizes 
 

Ceramica Penetrating Tile & Stone Sealer comes in, an economical 3.78L size and a commercial 
18.93L pail. 

 


